Grooved Glaucoma Drainage Devices That Continuously Deliver Cyclosporine A Decrease Postsurgical Scar Formation in Rabbit Eyes.
To study the functional outcomes of filtration surgery by implanting improved glaucoma drainage devices (GDDs) comprising surface grooves and a composite coating of cyclosporine A (CsA) and PLGA in experimental rabbit eyes. Improved GDDs were designed and prepared by modifying normal GDD with surface grooves and a CsA-PLGA composite coating. Normal GDDs, grooved GDDs (G-GDDs), and G-GDDs with a CsA-PLGA composite coating (CsA@G-GDD) were implanted into 18 rabbit eyes (six eyes per group). The intraocular pressure (IOP), bleb survival time, bleb morphology, and anterior chamber reactions were assessed for up to 12 weeks after GDD implantation. The IOPs were compared statistically among the three groups. Bleb morphology was quantified using the Indiana Bleb Appearance Grading Scale. Anterior chamber radiography was performed to check whether the filtrating pathway was blocked, and determine the drainage time and diffusion area of the contrast agent. Hematoxylin and eosin staining and immunohistochemistry were conducted to assess how the GDDs slowed or prevented scar formation. The improved GDDs were successfully prepared and implanted in 18 rabbit eyes without severe surgical complications. Bleb survival time was significantly longer and IOP was significantly lower in the G-GDD and CsA@G-GDD groups compared with the GDD group (all, P < 0.001). Blebs were significantly higher in the CsA@G-GDD group than in the GDD and G-GDD groups (P = 0.003). Anterior chamber radiography revealed more unobstructed filtration channels in the CsA@G-GDD group than in the GDD group (P = 0.032). Postsurgical scar formation was less extensive in the G-GDD and CsA@G-GDD groups than in the GDD group. Compared with the normal GDDs, G-GDDs with a CsA-PLGA coating inhibited postsurgical scar formation and improved the surgical success rate, and might represent an alternative to existing glaucoma filtration devices.